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In this New York Times bestseller, acclaimed actress Candice Bergen “shows how to do a memoir right...The
self-possessed, witty, and down-to-earth voice that made Bergen’s first memoir a hit when it was published
in 1984 has only been deepened by life’s surprises” (The New York Times Book Review).

“Candice Bergen is unflinchingly honest” (The Washington Post), and in A Fine Romance she describes her
first marriage at age thirty-four to famous French director Louis Malle; her overpowering love for her
daughter, Chloe; the unleashing of her inner comic with Murphy Brown; her trauma over Malle’s death; her
joy at finding new love; and her pride at watching Chloe blossom.

In her decidedly nontraditional marriage to the insatiably curious Louis, Bergen takes readers on world
travels to the sets where each made films. Pregnant with Chloe at age thirty-nine, this mature primigravida
also recounts a journey through motherhood that includes plundering the Warner Bros. costume closets for
Halloween getups and never leaving her ever-expanding menagerie out of the fun. She offers priceless,
behind-the-scenes looks at Murphy Brown, from caterwauling with Aretha Franklin to the surreal experience
of becoming headline news when Dan Quayle took exception to her character becoming a single mother.
Bergen tackles familiar rites of passage with moving honesty: the rigors of caring for a spouse in his final
illness, getting older, and falling in love again after she was tricked into a blind date.

By the time the last page is turned, “we’re all likely to be wishing Bergen herself—funny, insightful, self-
deprecating, flawed (and not especially concerned about that), and slugging her way through her older years
with bemused determination—was living next door” (USA TODAY).
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From reader reviews:

Peter Schmidt:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era where everything reachable by interact with the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not need people to be aware of each info they get. How a lot more to be smart
in getting any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book. Reading a book can help
persons out of this uncertainty Information specially this A Fine Romance book because this book offers you
rich data and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred percent guarantees there is no doubt in it
everbody knows.

Edward Apodaca:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specifically book entitled
A Fine Romance the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every aspect that
maybe unknown for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a
publication then become one application form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get ahead
of. The A Fine Romance giving you another experience more than blown away your head but also giving
you useful facts for your better life within this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern the
following is your body and mind will likely be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a
casino game. Do you want to try this extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Allison Walters:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind talent or
thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book than can satisfy
your short time to read it because pretty much everything time you only find e-book that need more time to
be learn. A Fine Romance can be your answer given it can be read by anyone who have those short spare
time problems.

Kimberly Duda:

Beside this particular A Fine Romance in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get closer to the
new knowledge or data. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh in the oven so don't
become worry if you feel like an outdated people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have A Fine
Romance because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you at times have book but you
don't get what it's all about. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this with your hand. The Enjoyable
set up here cannot be questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss this? Find
this book and read it from currently!
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